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Toddler Tasks in Simple Signs

Sh! Don't tell! Make learning new tasks fun - and educational! Help your 
toddler sing and sign his/her way to developing coordination skills while
providing an incentive for following directions. Hone listening and language
skills as words, music, movement, and meaning are blended into this signed
presentation.

While we have introduced simple tasks suitable for toddler mastery, there
are even more that you could add. We deliberately did not include 'brush my
teeth,' 'button a shirt,' 'put on my socks,' 'hang up my coat,' 'blow my nose,' 'read
my book,' and 'hold Mom's hand.' These could very easily be adapted for the 
child as pantomime actions rather than deliberate American Sign Language
translations. 

This flexibility within a small group, like a family, leads to what we educators 
call "home signs" or "family signs." These gestures may already be familiar to
other family members, and are indeed useful tools for enhanced
communication rather than for Deaf cultural conformity. One disadvantage of
pursuing this method is that the 'universality' of ASL may be lost as the
child starts his or her own social networking beyond immediate family
members: teachers, caregivers, doctors, and other children.

Sing and sign to the traditional tune of "Here we go 'round the Mulberry Bush"

Words Signs
This is the way I...
wash my face
brush my hair
tie my shoes
wash hands
make my bed
clean up my toys
I say please/thanks 
share my snack
eat my vegetables
empty the trash
water the plants
go to bed
say my prayers
... so early in the morning / evening

This how...
wash face, me
brush hair, me
tie shoes, mine
wash hands, me
ready bed, mine
pick up toys, me
say me please/thanks
share snacks, me
eat vegetables, me
make empty trash
water plants, me
go bed, me 
pray, me
...morning, early / night, early
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Sample graphics demonstration of Signed actions

 

   
This how

 

wash face me

Excerpts from our 'Cheat Sheet' for Toddler Tasks in Simple Signs
Sign Description of Action

thank you With open hand, touch lips, and then extend hand outward, keeping palm
facing the face (as if throwing a thank you kiss).

wash Rub the knuckles of closed hands (palms facing each other) as if washing a
cloth.

water The letter "W" signed at chin level. 
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